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CMB maps yield precision measurements of 
cosmological parameters

 Example: temperature

 Let the temperature in any direction be 

 Analyze statistics of maps using a multipole expansion

 We can average over m values because the universe 
has no preferred orientation

WMAP 2003
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The physics of CMB fluctuations are straightforward

 Gravity + radiation pressure couple the baryons and the photon 
background oscillations in the photon-baryon fluid

Largest fluctuation 
that has had time 
to collapse

T large (maximal 
compression)

T small (maximal 
rarefaction

T 
intermediate

Decoupling

 Initial power spectrum of scalar modes and tensor modes (arise 
naturally from quantum fluctuations stretched out by inflation)

 Decoupling removes radiation support; matter fluctuations are 
frozen into the CMB

 Scalar modes on certain angular scales are enhanced by this 
process, leading to the “Doppler peaks”

 Matter fluctuations begin to collapse as they enter the horizon

TIMETime at which a given 
fluctuation enters the 
horizon

Physical size of 
fluctuation



Theoretical predictions match 
experiment extremely well

Theoretical 
prediction

Data 
points

“Cosmic Variance” –
only 1 universe

Acoustic peaks

Figure from WMAP

Bennett et al. 2003



The CMB can be used to accurately 
measure cosmological parameters
 Straightforward physics accurate theoretical 

predictions with cosmological quantities as the free 
parameters

 Measurements are the key

 Precision measurements “precision cosmology”

BAO – Baryon acoustic 
oscillations

SN – Supernovae

Komatsu et al., arXiv:0803.0547



How can the CMB be used to probe inflation in 
the early universe?
 Tensor fluctuations (gravitational waves) may be generated 

during inflation

 Gravitational redshift of photons cause CMB temperature 
fluctuations, but effect on anisotropies is small
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-- Dependence of fluctuations on inflationary parameters See review 
Baumann et al.,  arXiv:0811.3919

Inflaton potential:

Power spectra: ns

nt

CMB temperature anisotropies

Slow roll parameters:



Example of WMAP measurements of 
r and ns

Running spectral index

Tensor-scalar ratio

Komatsu et al., arXiv:0803.0547



Where things are…

See review Baumann et al.,  arXiv:0811.3919



Where we would like things to be

See review Baumann et al.,  arXiv:0811.3919

CMB polarization measurements will play a major role in determining these 
parameters



Polarization is the third measurable 
property of the CMB

 Frequency spectrum

 Spatial temperature 
variations:

 Polarization generated by anisotropic 
Thomson scattering

 The polarization percentage is high (around 
10%), but the signal is still very weak

WMAP satellite 2003           

COBE 

satellite

Picture by W. Hu

 Once again the physics is well-understood

 Precision cosmology equally feasible using 
polarization



Tensor and scalar modes produce local 
quadrupoles

 Only quadrupoles at the surface 
of last scattering generate a 
polarization pattern

 Quadrupoles generated by:
 Velocity gradients in the 

photon-baryon fluid

 SCALAR MODES

 Gravitational redshifts 
associated with gravitational 
waves

 TENSOR MODES

Quadrupole viewed in 
this direction

Quadrupole viewed in 
this direction

Temperature 
anisotropy

Temperature 
anisotropy

Pictures by Wayne Hu

Pictures by Wayne Hu



Relating polarization to observables

 The observables are Stokes 
parameters I, Q and U
 Circular polarization (parameter V) is 

not expected

 But Q and U depend on the local coordinate system
 Rotate coordinates by 45 , Q becomes U and vice versa

 Q and U form the components of the polarization 
tensor

Q > 0

U = 0
Q < 0

U = 0

Q = 0

U > 0

Q = 0

U < 0
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in spherical polar 
coordinates

Symmetric, trace-free



Coordinate-Independent Formalism I

x

y y

x
From which:

This form suggests an expansion in terms of spin-weighted spherical 
harmonics:

Then:

Just as:

See for example Zaldarriaga & Seljak (1996); Challinor (2005)

(Note sign reversed in Challinor 2005)



Coordinate Independent Formalism II
Scalar; invariant under a parity change 
– “Electric modes” or E-modes

Pseudo-scalar; changes sign under 
a parity change – “Magnetic 
modes” or B-modes

Then:

Four parity-independent power spectra can then be formed:



“E” and “B” modes

E modes

B modes

ONLY FROM TENSOR 
MODES

E Fourier mode B Fourier mode

See, e.g. Bunn, 2005 
QUaD data – see later



Aim of CMB polarization 
measurements

 Stronger constraints on a host of cosmological 
parameters from E-modes
 E.g. Optical depth and redshift of reionization from WMAP

 Measure (or set limits to) parameters of inflation 
from B modes:
 E.g ratio of tensor/scalar modes, r
 Spectral index of tensor fluctuations, nt

 Probe dark energy parameters and neutrino mass 
through lensing of E-modes to B-modes



Polarization measurements require greater 
sensitivity than temperature measurements...

Reionization 
bump detected 
by WMAP

X10000 
fainter!

Temperature 
spectrum  mapped 
by WMAP

Projected effect 
of a gravitational 
wave background

Picture credit, Wayne Hu

Gravitationally 
lensed E-modes 
probe large scale 
structure 
formation

The range shown for the gravitational wave 
background spans the maximum allowable level 
from COBE, and the minimum detectable from 
CMB measurements



Recent and Forthcoming 
Experiments



The QUaD Experiment 2004-2007
 Used polarization-sensitive bolometers (also in Planck, BICEP)
 Specifically designed to measure CMB polarization

Freq

(GHz)

Beam

(arcmin)

No.

feeds

100 6.3 12 (9)

150 4.2 19 (17)

QUaD 2.6m telescope at the South Pole

QUaD 31-pixel Camera
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CMB temperature anisotropies from QUaD

Figure from Ed Wu, Stanford graduate student



Q polarization

Figure from Ed Wu, Stanford graduate student



U polarization

Figure from Ed Wu, Stanford graduate student



Status of power spectrum measurements 
(Brown et al., arXiv:0906.1003)

Lensed B-modes

Gravitational waves



Status of inflationary parameters from CMB 
measurements inc. polarization

Best direct limit from B-
modes – BICEP experiment

Chiang et al. 

arXiv: 0906.1181

r < 0.7 (95% conf.)

WMAP + QUaD plus ACBAR, 
with r inferred from ns 

Brown et al., arXiv:0906.1003 



A long way to go to constrain 
specific inflationary models ….



Future experiments

 Planck

 QUIET

 EBEX

 Keck

 Polarbear

 SPTpol

 ABS

 Spider

 PIPER

 + others I may have forgotten (the field is large…)



Future experiments

 Planck

 QUIET

 EBEX

 Keck

 Polarbear

 SPTpol

 ABS

 Spider

 PIPER

 + others I may have forgotten (the field is large…)

Two examples that I am involved in



The Planck satellite is now at L2

Low-frequency instrument 30-77 GHz..

High-frequency instrument 90-850 GHz…

..viewing a well-shielded 1.5m 
Telescope…

..launched May 14th 2009

All sky maps in temperature and polarization



As an example, Planck will make precise 
measurements of ns and dns/ln k 

 Predictions:
 WMAP

 WMAP + 
SPT/ACT

 Planck 1 year

 Look for results ~ 
2012 (CMB 
observations and 
lengthy and 
analysis is hard!)

See Lange presentation at “Path to CMBPol conference”
http://cmbpol.uchicago.edu/workshops/path2009/



Next generation experiments requires 
major increase in detector numbers

Bolometer arrays

Programs at JPL, Goddard, U.C. Berkeley, NIST

“Hand-crafted” pixels

QUaD bolometric pixel

Large arrays

CAPMAP HEMT pixel

MMIC HEMT arrays for the Quiet 
experiment manufactured at JPL



QUIET

Caltech, 

Columbia University, 

JPL, 

Kavli Institute for Cosmological Physics at the University of 
Chicago, (Winstein PI)

Kavli Institute for Particle Astrophysics and Cosmology at the 
Stanford University, 

KEK, 

Max-Planck-Institut f¨ur Radioastronomie Bonn, 

University of Manchester, 

University of Miami, 

University of Oslo, 

Oxford University, 

Princeton University



QUIET overview

 QUIET is located on the Chajnantor Plateau in the 
Chilean Andes

 Phase 1

 1.4 m telescope

 19-element 40 GHz array.  Data taking 
complete

 91-element 90 GHz array now taking data

 Phase II

 ~ 1600 pixels!

 More/larger telescopes



QUIET uses Modular Radiometers

Quiet 90 GHz band module

 18 GHz band width

 Simultaneous Q/U measurements

 Also 40 GHz array



No Phase I data release yet, but early 
observations look encouraging

Akito Kusaka presentation
http://cmbpol.uchicago.edu/workshops/path2009/



The Promise of QUIET Phase II

Akito Kusaka presentation
http://cmbpol.uchicago.edu/workshops/path2009/



Likely timeline of the CMB polarization 
program

•Second generation 
experiments using 10s of 
detectors are complete or 
observing. 

• Mapped EE, set limits on BB 
at  > 30 (lower  will come 
from Planck)

•Third generation experiments 
using 100s-1000s of detectors 
in progress

•Map lensing BB power spectra, 
detect or set strong limits on 
gravitational wave BB at  > 30

Ground-based:
QUaD, BICEP
Space:
Planck 

SATELLITE:

Measure gravitational wave BB 
power spectrum to best 
possible accuracy.  Space 
required for  < 30

Ground-based:
Quiet, Keck,  
PolarBear, 
SPTpol, ABS
Balloon:
Spider, EBEX, 
PIPER

Launch date???



Conclusions

 The CMB is still one of the cleanest probes that we 
have of conditions in the early universe.

 Future measurements will set limits on inflationary 
parameters
 ns nt – scalar and tensor spectral indices

 dns /dlnk -- running spectral index

 r -- tensor/scalar ratio

 Non-gaussianity – a whole other talk there…….

 As well as other cosmological parameters and 
secondary sources of anisotropy
 E.g. neutrino mass, Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect

 Look for results from future experiments, especially 
Planck in the next few years


